
How to use
this resource

Dance Card

PLEASE TEST and TRY this resource:
Remember this document is part of the TEST and TRY phase

of a human centred design process. The idea behind
publishing an unfinished version of this resource is so that
people can try it out, see if it is useful and provide us with

feedback about how to make it better. Maybe you used this
in a totally different way? Got ideas for other resources?

We want to hear from you as this will ensure that by the end
of the Mind-Life project, we have a suite of resources

developed with the people, for the people.
Please share your experiences of using this resource.
Contact Gill Townsend at Bridges gillianT@bas.org.aug g g

This resource has been designed to help
people who have one or more supporters

helping them with goals. 

This was born from hearing stories where people felt their workers
were not on the same page as them and also stories where multiple
supporters were all trying to achieve similar things in very different

ways.
This resource must be used by the person accessing services, however
a service privder may present it to a person and ask if they would like
to try it. The finished product will be written by the person and copies

can be shared with each "dancer" in the person's life 



H O W  W I L L  W E  D A N C E  W E L L  T O G E T H E R ?

This is your dance card. You are the lead dancer. You choose what dances
you want to participate in and who you want to dance with. You may ask

someone else to take the lead temporarily, but you can choose to tap back
in when you're ready  

Sometimes we dance with more than 1 partner. 
The more dancers, the more steps. Before we start, we need to negotiate

who is doing what steps so that we don't trod on eachothers toes 

As the lead dancer you can call for a pause or stop at any time. Other
dancers may also need to leave or change their steps. If they do, the whole

dance crew needs to renegotiate their steps to keep the dance moving  

Once a dance has begun, it's important that each dancer sticks to their steps
and communicates clearly. If we are not dancing well together we need to

stop and re-negotiate the steps   

As the lead dancer, the others are looking to you for feedback.  What
indicators will tell you the dance is going well? 

How will you know if the steps are fitting together or when the dance is
finished?  

Discuss and write this down before you start. 
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MY DANCE CARD

Each dance on this card is a challenge or goal you're working towards 
For example: Get a job/ improve my confidence/ become more involved in the

community 
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